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NOTE: American Autowire
relay kit is recommended for
this application. We only sell
high quality fan relay kits &
temperature switches.
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Apply anti-seize compound to the female threads in cylinder head or
manifold before installing your new sensor. DO NOT overtighten! Sensor
has tapered standard pipe thread (NPT) that self seals by design. DO NOT
use pipe sealants or teflon tape. Use only with coolant containing
corrosion inhibitors or antifreeze. Damage to sensor from overtightening
or excessive corrosion voids warranty.
another wiring product by...
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500492

We Make Wiring Easy!!

DESCRIPTION:

GM COLUMN MOUNT
Electric Fan Switch
Kit
DASH MOUNT
3/8 x 18, on 180 deg. - off
160
deg.
UNIVERSAL
92965354 instruction sheet Rev 0.0 10/23/2001
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856-933-0801
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